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...TITLE I AND THE-AUSTRALIANDISADVANTAGED .SCHOOLS PROGRAM

Title I of the Elementary nd Secondary Education Act

in the United.States and the Disadvantaged.Schools'Program in.
'

Australia are both nationally funded programs.aimed at impovin

schooling in poorer communities. Both occur in'a feaeral poli cal ..

. .

structure where.schooling.rs operated add substantially funded at'.

sub-national level. his paper lA an imprIpsionistic response .

to a three weeks' study .tour.of the United States funded by.the

Ford Foundation through'the U.S. AUstralii Project which enabled

me; as a person associated.with'the Australian program, to see

something'of the operation Of T,t.le I at first hand California

'and to talk. with people at.national- state level about the

program. Ciearly, my knowledge of the two.programs is not of

comparable depth, bUt the vivit did occasion some reflections

Oput programs such as Title I and the Disadvantaged Schools

.Program which may'be af general interest. .

A fUndamental difference.between the -two 't,rograms.is.

that each enters,a differenninitial school funding"situation.
. .

.
-In the United States, because, on .ayeryge nearly half .of 'the funds

for ipublic schoo/s iS raised -trom local property taxes, there are

great disparities in the basic resources-schools have. Within r

single state,expenditure may range from $600 to $2600 per student

according to the district in which the child lives. Even in

California, which has made more strenuous efforts than have most

states to equalise expenditure across schools and districts, high

spending districts still spend more than twice as much per pupil tha

do low spending one's. On average, some 8 per cent of total expendit
.4

on schools comes from federal sources, all of it in special purpose

grants, and most of it through Title I, which, at $2billion a year

is by far the larges.t federal program. Although these funds are

distributed among states and districts according to the number of

low income families in them, they do not bring resources in low



spending districts eVen.to the national average, let alone to the.

levels existing in rne affluent districts. This s;:uation in

many .qays brunts Ui1 point of Title I, which continues to .be seen

by many as.a weak but politically acceptable move towards national.

equalisation of school resources rather than'aS ainleans of getting

more than average resources into schools which may be expected to '

have greater than.average 'needs.

The Disadvantaged Schools Program, .on the other hand,'

does bring greter than averar resources into such schools,and

is in this.sense a program of positive discrimination in a way

which the American program isn't. The six states, which operate
!

. and sub,starkially fund the public systems of education attended
.

by.four fifths of all students have'traditionally eollowed a policy

of providing on a roughly equal basis for schciols:lof comparable

size.- Minor dtfferences in: average per pupil expenditure among

states:have
.

largely been me-overco by4ederal general.purpose grants%

A brief desci-iption of the dids and.-methods'of
i

oper9tion
,

-.

or the two provams will .be us fui as 4 basis.for the*,ensuing .

discussion,.since few readers... ill. be equally familiar with both.

Title:I began.as part of the .., nnson-era War on.Poverty.z.,,It was

.a.sed .on the.idea that ifthe coml5etitive-position.oi children

from poorer families could bj improved through more successful

schooling their futtfre econ mic prospects would be improved also. /

Such childreq could be.give a better chance of keeping urwith

their peers in learning ;f they were given special assistance in

the early formative years./ According to legislation-authoriS'ing.'.

it, Title I has three'objecitives. The first is the direction of

funds to schools and distriFXs"serving poOrer populations. The

significance in tht AMerican scene of-this objective has alre

seen indicated. The other t!ko objectives are concerned with

in-school action - to fund sisicial services for low achieving.

children in the poorest schools and to contribute to the cognitive,-

etotional, social or physical development of participating students.
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IThus, although the school derives its gligiOility for :funds

from the number af low income families.served t) iE, once,the

funds reath the school they may only be spent on low achievers,

who are not neceS8arily from low' income families.

The_tightening,up of federal requirements since 1974

f
has concentrated fdnds in poorer schools and districts. They

are not so strongly concentrated as they4Ould be if the;distri-

bution of funds.did not also include ificentive payments designed

to-encburage higher local school spending, or tf national definition

of eligibility were uniformly 'followed'by state ..h1J:horities,-who'

have power to vary the national poverty levels according*to other

income related critetia in their division of furids among districts.

Withift schools, stringent federal regulation does also now.enstme

the concentration on low achieving.students of services funded.

Eut- of recent years, and largely asAa result of the detattee

nature oP!..fediral regulatioft, the-seFvicas funded aie now ef-eativel
. -

confined to sUppleMentary instruction iri the basic skills of reading
. /

language arts and ma6-itematics. The.greater part of this instruction

is given on a pull-ot or withdral4a1 basis, some 77 per cent of

reading Assistance-being given in -such gituations and 44 per cent'

of special instruction in mar,h. Although it is theoretically

possible touse funds'for the 'broader cognitive and developmental

aims mentioned in legislation .ind emphasited in federal statements

about the program, olqly four per cent of funds across the country

are now spent on ancillary services of a welfare or general

developmental ''nature.

"Educational disadvantage" is defined within eligible

schools as a score below the median at standardised basid skills

tests. The tests, are not uniform throughout the country and since

the funds are insufficient 'to provide services for all studenes

within eligible schools 14ho fall below whatever Median is used,.

the target population within schools is variously defined by

Aistricts. It is deflped by cut-off scores and levels of schooling,

r)
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with a strong concentration on the earky'years. 5i, .j per cent- .'

I funds are spent on
g

special.servicis for y-.2.:.:rs K througfi

three and some two thirds of,tll elementary schools participate ir

the program.

Committees of advice', a majoritylkof,whoS'e members must,
i

. .

be pTarents of pare(Cip.ati-ng studentzare mandatory it both distric

:and ichir'level.and the degree of iqormation'about ,the program's

.intentions and.methpds of operation which are made available both

to these parents
.

and- to the public in general is indicative of the

seriousness of_intent which marks it on every side. Districts and

sChools must ubmit a plan of operation, and. e;ralu-,tion reports

whpich hinge strongly on' scores improvement. A national

dissemination program vets the suCcessi claims of programs chosen

as models lor national dissemination.

The Australidn program'began in 1974. It was, in

flnancial terms; a min:pi.- part.)f expanded federal,funding for

public 'and non-public- schools instituted by the first national

Labor Government in 23 years 'the advice'of the Iriterim Corilmittee

' for the Schools Co7mission which it set up. The program runs at

about $21mcs) year and has since 1977 been supplemented py a smaller

(.35m) Disadvantaged Country Areas Program which will be excluded

from this discussion, since'it'has a somewhat different ratianale

and method of aperation. The Disadvantaged Schools Program
4

constitutes only some 3 pen cent af all'federal-asSistance.to

schools, the great bulk of which 'goes in general assistance grants.
$

IC-is administrated through the Scho4s Commission, a statutory

fedeial body which succeeded the Interim Committee and'which has

the task of advising the federal government on the lel:els and

t

directions of national dchool'Tunding and of administe ing the progn

through which national fund4 floia to schools and sNIol systems.

The general ratiéntle fols...the program is that, to the

degree, that populatrons are segregated geographically by socio-
4

economiC level,- some sdhools h'ave a greater than average need for
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resources because of the concentrA*ion in them Of scuents whose
-

social background characteristics are associated ,./L'f!) low average

performance and with a need for wider ttian avera,;e school.services.

It was not believed that a marginal increase in r'esources would of

themselves greatly affect.te quality'and nature of the Services

-offered,to students (DigadVantaged Schools Program funds amount,

on-average, to only some $50 per.pupil, a 5; increment on "average

running costs). Since over a hundred,years of compulsory schooling.
*,

in school't of roughly equal revource use had failed to reduce th*e

differences in school outcomes among social groups, and the way to
)

do this was unknown, it was decided to set up the progi-am in a way

which encouraged locally designed experimentation and the commitment

of people in the school communities concerned to their own improved

schooling.

The objectives of the program arejormulated in very

bi.bad terms' 7 improved learning': more Meaningful and enjoyable

schooling and. improvedschool/community relationshiRs. Funds are

nationally distributed:among public and min-government school

systemi on the basis of an index df diiadvantage which ranked the

populations of school catchment areas, using 1971 census data;

according to the inter-correlatiOn of 38 social variables having
,

a negati:ve association with school success and witNeducational

.
'participation beyond compulsory years. Systemsfthen declare a

list of eligible schools whose number is limited by total enrol-

ment figkires federally set. In doing so, most use a siMplified

list of social criteria in which father's occupation, dependence

on welfare or income related benefits, and ethnic background are
...--

central. One systeM combines school achievement scores with these

social criteria to produce a ranking of schools. These objective
I

/ aZasures are suPplemente'd by the judgements of people who know

the schoOls well: The Australian program is confined to a more
,.

limited proportion of sthbols thanis the AmerIcan, since it uses .

cóncentration of students having_particul.ar background characteristi.

s4#
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rather than their absolute number as the test'for

. Some 12 6er cent of primary and' secondary school d L),./ co-

incidence) a similar proportiOn of students is c.

7.)t is fundameatally different from ii:t12 I-Htn being

a whole scihool program in which action funded is not cOnfined to

selected students .within a school. Schools decl.ared eligiblejdo

not have an autOmatic entitlement to extra funds, although in

practice it is unusual for aschodl,declared eligible to receive'

none. Funds are made wiailable according to the quality of proposal

for action worked-out at school. level. These proposals must be

generally consistent with the broad aims of therprogram and must

be formulated on the basis of a study of the needs of the communiLy

served. As each school sets itS own objeccives fibr improVement,

action is evaluated by it in terms of-those objectives and with

the intention that, at each successive period of funding, the

quaiLLy of action proposed will be improved in the Light of

experience, both in the school tself and in other schools of

the program.

Systems require evidence that there has been partici-

pation by teachers and parents in the analysis of the existing

situation and in the formulation of the proposals for improveffient.

These,proposalS are ajudicated by area or central committees

(depending op the sie of the system), composed of administrators

and .elected or appointed teachers and parents. They also often'

include academics and people drawn from eduatiOn-associated

agencies, suth as welfare.and health.

As a consequence of these ?rocedures, arld of. the

breadth of program aims, action funded varies widely. It may

be centred directly on tht improvement.of basic skills or on'

action indirect, designed .to improve them. It may range through

-excursions and caMps to brass'bands and creative drama. It may

consist of curriculum Adaptation designed,to make .better
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connections between the learning program and life`in'the community7

it may have a welfare emphasis or be a response to ethnic variety;

it may set out to counter sex stereotyping or to improve t4

a physiCal strength and grace of s_tudents or their social qpnfidence

and competence. Cross age tutoring and community experience
V

programs, including work experience, ma be part of it, or it may,

concentrate'primarily 4i participation of parents in the educational

-zprocess.

In general, it could be said that the American prograrti

is primarily a direct attack on low formal achlevemegt among

designated students within schooli_whose eligibility is determined

by the number olow income families served. The Australian

program operates more like the California School Improvement

Program than 1419 Title I. Confined Eo school selected for the,-

concentration'of faMilies of low socio-economic status, it see4

the means.:0 improved schooling in neighbourhoods where schools
-

have in the pas.,t registered least suOcess, without presuming

either that the nature of the problem or the attack op it can

qniformly be defined. The hope is that formal learning will

improve, that the experience of schooling will be more satisfying;

and that schooling will be changed to interact more po-sitively*

with the life experience af students and their communities Ln ways

Which enhance students' capacitylto manage their own lives.

Th* Federa.PHand

When one considers the scale of Title I, operating

through State Education Authorities and 14,000 participating

districts to schools, it is scarcely surprising that the-amount

of regUlation considered necessary to.achieve local compliance

with the federal intent is immeasurably greater than is'the case

'in,the Australian program,V4hich operates through six public and
4

six non-public school systems and over some thbusand schools.
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It is undoubtedly the case that federal programs are ..ilost securely

based when they express priorities shared down the line to.the

point of action. This,opincipnoe is more difficult to achieve

ih programs expressing social priorities, which by their nature

are controversial, than it is when federal funding merely supports

or enables the extension of some educational service which everybody
,

desires if someOne else will pay.for'it. LibrarY programs,

teacher development progLms,and career education programs fall

. under this*latter heading. title I and the Disadvantaged Schools

Program, on the other hand, express social priorities. iciucators

have long been used to viewing educational processevand outcqmes

within a perspective of individual difference which strings out

all students.along a limited number of standard dimensions. oth

TitleI apd the Disadantaged Schools Program assert a complementary

social perspective. The Disadvantaged Schools Program does this

more Arongly than does Title I, because in 'it the social indicators,

are not seen simply as proxies for low achievement, tut also as

inuicators of the 1:And of chanes in instipional orientation

required if schools are to serve poorer cmmunities more effectively

It seems to be well established that without the extensiyQ

federal regulation which has been b:uiit up, maty State authorities

in the U.S. would have used Title _I, funds as general aid. ;The

volume of regulation required to ensure the federal itItent is now

so'great that compliance has become- almost an end in itself. When

we consider that Titl I, although the.largest, is only one of a

,large number-of federal and State programs targeted on a pre-defined

group of students within the schools, the institutional fragmentatio

resulting from sepal-ate and close regulation of each af these sets

of funds is not difficult to imagine. Beyond the regulations

governing the distribution of Title I fundS among district's and

schools are a whole host of others, designedto ensure that funds

are spent only on the targetted students, that parent advisory

grOups exist, that.progrnms are planned, repoi.ted on and assessed,

that action is of sufficient intensiteto hav a reasonable prospect
LI

1
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of success, that Title I funds are not used t6 supplant funds

from other Sources, but supplement ..alat.is made.avail.able to ail

students, equally across all schools in the, district.-,This

plethora of regulations largely dictates th.e typ'ot", action taken.

It is easier to demonstrate that you are "in c.ompliance" if

everything.funded under.Title I is.confined to a pull-Out-situation

separate from the regular school program. In California, -the

existence of' state funded programs for the' disadvantaged'allows

the pullout arrangement, which is not regarded as the only or

necessarily the best.method of attack on improved basic skills,

to be avoided if people so desire. Many other states have _similarly

funded state programs which presumably*also make it difficult to .

identify precisely what is state and federally funded in the.special
-

support services offered to low achieverS.. Yet, pull-outj. even.in

California, seems to be,the rule rather than the exception...

There is a minimum of federal regulation in the

Australian program. Schools must be declared in order to be able

to participate, but iepublic systems it is the State rather than

the federal minister who makes that declaration. There is fer.ai

regulation of ihe maximUm number of enrolments covered and a

requirement that the funds be spent only in declared disadvantaged

schools. The Schools Commission has relied on indirect means to'

..;et the processes of the program operating in the w-ay it intended.

-In its periodical reports to theriational parliament it outlines

intentions, points up weaknesses and suggests particular'eTphases.

It annually issues Guidelines for the program, which do hot have

tne force of law, but which carry considerable influence, particula-r
-

as concerned pressure groups are able to point to them as the way

the program should run. It took several years in some.systems for-

the processes to becoMe fully operative. In otherS they were taken

up with enthusiasm from the beenning of-the,program, The coii.
'

Drdinators of the program in the various systems.meet periodically

to share experiences and problems. There have been'occasio0

more: widel); represdntative national colUrences. Annuarreporting
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ov the systems according to an agreed format has_rc,!tly been

estadished. Within systems cops derablein-servi:.2 and analySis

of experience takes place and consultants are emp' assist

schools in the formulatIon and evaluation,of action. There is a

small scale national dissemination-prog am. in ,4eneral, the

approach has been that the program is a. mutual learning experience,

in which people learn from th4 analysis of their own ftractice and'

.eio-osure to wha others are doing,

There are, however, attendant weaknesses in the Disad-
t

4 vantaged Scipols Program. Both, systems and schools are nervous

of outside scrutiny, beyong thk- which c6mmittee examination of

proposals provides. Hence, a disciplined documentation of the

outcoMes of particular types bf action., which could at leas't

eliminate approaches which had been widelyried and gerieraily

..found inef ectiver is slA to develop.. -4iuch effort over the 6 years

or the program has gore into iestablishg_the processes of collectiv

school appraisal and-forward planning. :Ishe stage nas now been

reached where more positive guides to curriculum development are

widely seen to be'needed. It is accepted that there are no.existine

blUeprints relking fo'r:7ial learning to real world tasks

experiencesand expectations, so :hat :-Ievelopments will be Slow

and uneven,Land results long-term. This, howeVer, does not preclude

'the possibility of setting out some general principles which go

b4.ond descriPtions of particular action. The rieed for this'is now

evident, particularly at secondary level, where there is ift many

places resistance to the idea of usi:ng mar,ginal funds to improVe
4

the effectiveness for Students of all resource application.in the

school - especially*, perhips, where that lever is also seen to be

unwelcome federal intervention in systems.

There is a sense in which both Trtle I and the

Qisadvantaged Schools Program are now coming up against a similar,

kind of limitation. - Establishing the procedures and getting funds

directed as intended is one thing. Program effectiveness, which
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must depend on the quality of educational programs a.:,the school,

1f2vel,- is_ Anbtiler. In reviewing U.S. federal prom5, a'Rand

EdUcationallicy-Study1 concludes that "the fundamental _principleL

and purposes.of a federal aid program directed to disadvantaged

pupils are,ctirrently if not universally accepted" The

sudy defines the problem as being no longer one of administrative

compliant, but as ilow turning on "issues of program effectiveness'

to ensure that the educational goals of Title I are achieved". The

nature of useful federal input changes at this point. In the

Australian case, the.federal input needs now to be about whae

k,inds of curriculum, teacher skills and expectations, and what

kinds of Community involvement are ltkely 'to make schools more

-effective; relevant and enjoyable forstudents in low,S.E.SX

communities, an4i'hoi.!,, if at,all, those specifications would.

differ from those also applidiable to cither social groups. The

nature of tile Australian program is such that detailed specifi-

cation ,p'uld be inappropriate, since the emphasis is so strongly

on loal initiative and Commitment. Hopeful directions of change

could, however, usefully be draAin from a more clearly articulated

theoretical perspective and from euerience in the program.-

The U.S. proram tcy, on the other hand, require

substantiasl changes in format as it enters the,stageof mov ment

from adm4mistra4ve structures to suustantive educational ,Y

strategies.. A .pattern has been establisned which presumes that

the educational answer to improved outcomes is a concentration

on basic skills in isolation from the general program of the

school. This has the danger of degenerating into a routinised

operation whose effectiyeness, even in its,own narrow terms, is

far from established. The Australian program, with all its

vagueness, keeps alive the search for strategies among people in

1. Michael Timpane (ed), The Federal Interest in School Financi.ng,,
Ballinger Publishing Company, Camb. Mauss. 1978, P. 184

1,1 //7
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the schools and has generated a considerable professional elaa

-

ara(1 widened insights. If it is in fact thesase,

Australian program. assumes, that people have to percetVe

problems foe themselves and 'earch ouc their ot,h .answers, with

the.support of research, developmental activiities arid dissemination,'

Che form of the American program is less enccuraing of this than

is the Australian. Systems and schools rightly perceive in

Australia that the program is theiirs, and that federal inputs

are supportiVe rather than directive. The search for program

effectiveness is thus self generating.
5

It is indeed difficult to Influence from afar what gaes
-

on in schools and classrooms. All situations faced have, moreover,

unique aspects arising from what went on before in a particular

location, from tile strengths, weaknesses and capacity for deve.lopmen

the people in the situation and from diferences among communitie

Chiform recipes for improving schooling, or even of improving

precisely defined outcomes are the6fore inappropriate, at least

at the present stage of our knowledge aoout learning. They will
. -

probably always remain so, to the degree that teaching is an art

rathar than a science and learning a'complex human activity_which

is not amenable to simp;e rules of thumb, there is in the end no

practicable alternative to relying on the dedication, understanding

and s6ills of teachers for their improvement.

So, in funding designed to influence the educational

process, we are looking for patterns which both issue a general

challenge about what the funding agency expects, and support

teachersinthelearning prodess involved in working through

what to do about it.( Recent research, notably the Rand ReporE

on Federal Programs upporting Educationai Change (whose findings

influenced the design of the California School Improvement Program)

supports such an approach. The Rand study suggests that professiona

learning is closely linked with the responsibility for designing and

testing out action on the school site, within an organisational
A 10
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framework which acknowledges the importance-of the in3ights Olf

practitioners and the strength derived from mutual support among

a work team which has established educational communication among

its members and assumed a degree of collective responsibility for

what happens to students within the institutian,as a whole. The

professional learning process is continuous, and prsued throughout

progressive adaptation of practice, supported by relevant inputs

from beyond the school community, including generalised statements

of aims and expectations. The Disadvatitliked Schoals Program comes

close to this model, as does the California School Improvement

Program.

Somewtommentators1 allege that Title I, through its

"packaged management approaches" which tendto be vieTre as a

Itcomplete road map of innovation" has discouraged program

participants from developing flexibility to perceive or cape with

problems in a non-standard way or to respond to what is unique in

each situation.

The recent 0\:C.,D. review of programs for the

disadvantaged in the United States2 recommended a pattern of

funding which would pass init\ative to the school. It saw the

equaiisation of basic school.funding as the major task, followed

-,-;y a consOlidation of fedeeal school programs for the disadvantaged

which would raise total resources above average levels in schools

where there was an above average concentration of "disadvantaged"

students and leave action to be designed at school level within

the context of a total school prograT. There appears to be

considerable support at all educational levels in the.United

1. Robert Gottel in Michael Timpane (ed), The Federal Interest

in Financing Schools, Ballinger Publishing CaMpany, Camb.

Mass. 1978 ,

2. P. Karmel (Chairman) Review of Educational Policy in the

United States, 0.E.C.D. 1979

sit
1 0



States for a consolidation of.categorital programs -ar:d greater

reliance on local initiative in the form of their.i:nglementation.

State programs for the disadvantaged have already been consolidated

into an Economic Impact PrograM, and within the School Improvement

Program emphasis is being. placed on initial analysis of the total

school progra,a, giving particular attention to the special needs

of low a,chieving students, and subsequently_allocating parts of

the action, planned to appropriate fUnding sources. Whether equal-

isation neeci4 to-precede consolidation may be arguable. Whether

consdation will be politically aCceptable, eit4er to legislAtures

or to-gr ps who identify with particular categorical programs is .

an open 'qUestion, whose answer may be expected.to depend, at least

partly on the trust placed in professionais to carry out sipecific

mandates without separate accountability for the use of funds and

deonstration that those funds have bean applied exclusively to

parti'sular students.

It is sometimes said that "the feds cannot influence

anything important" because of the tenuous Jinks between funding

and action at school level. But if funds are provided in a w,Ay

which generees and supports thoughtful local initiative, this

is not necessarily the case. Irrespv.tive of the degre and

nature of its influence on what actually .happens In classrooms,

federal fundin has considerable educational impact. Both

and the Disad antaged Schools PrOgram have re-ordered the

educational agenda in ways whic.h force attention to the unequal
1 N

4

way in which schools have served diffierent sections Of the

plDpulation. Title I, because of its higher political profile,
,

has done this more effectively than has theAgstralian program,
,

but the inequalities of U.S. society are also greater and racial

problems both larger in scale and more visible. Bot.1-1 program

have placed a sociological perspective on a map dominatedJoy.

, considerations of individual psychology. They have challenged

the acceptance of a high failure rate in the most basic educational.
% .
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achievements. The American program has brought about equal basic

-funding among schools within di4tricts, and has heihteiled

attention to indqualities among districts in doing so. Through

it large numbers of minority group parents have been employed

in the s;hools as aides, an influx which has at least marginally

changed the social character of schools as institutions. Title

I has infc:rmed paren_ts - in a way which the Australian program

often conspicuo41y has. not - of their,rights under the program

and of the kinds of questions they should ask a£ authorities. It

has served as a rallying point for minority organisations and raised

expectatidas about what their children have the right to expect

from schools.

Where the battle to establish the new prrities is long
t

'drawn out, as it has been in the United States (where it is also

complicated by the intrusion of the issue of equal basic funding),
..

tight federal regulation will be required for a period'. The

-I

suggestion now isthat that peri) o is over and that patterns of

funding more supportive of Inca ,responsibility and initiative,

such as that recommended .by the 0.E.C.D. review team, would now

improv4 the educaional effectiveness of the program in schools

and classrooms without cetractidg from the social priority it

represents.

School or pupils as the unit?

'The school'is the unit of funding and action in the

Disl'avantaged Schools Program, individually designated students

within the school in Title I. This difference is largeky

explained by reference to the rationales of the two programs,
.

as .already outlined. Broadly stated, the American program

assumes thaE if one could improve the early school performance

of the children from loW-income families, the chances of improving
1/1

their longer term educational'achievement would be greater and

16
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their adult economic position thereby be improved,. -It further

assumes th4t the way to do this is through Supplemeettary instrcictdor

in 'the basic skills, conducted separately from the main program

of the school. The Australi0 program does not assume either that ,

the means-of improving performance are known or can universally be

prescribed; its objectives areless specific, its hope that through

engaging the commitmen.t.of people in and served by the school to
-V

Unproved educati-onal experience and outcomes for the students in

particular school programs will. be devised which interact more

positively with life in those communities, responding ta its

pressures and building on its resources and strengths. It is not

assumed that major social changes can' be effected through action

in schools, exceptt to the degree that such action raises the-

competence and confidence of people toparticipate in dir&cting

them and in managing their own lives. 2 The Australian program
,

entert4ns the possib,pity that the schools as institutions may
,

be.in need of 'a chanzed orientation if they are to oe equally

serviceable to students of differing backgrounds. 3
.

.

Some positive arguments for using the school as the unit
. .

"of funding and action have been implied in the discussion of formq,

of federal 'regulation. These arguments highlight tlie importance

of co-operative analysis, goal setting and action In-school

improVement and prefessional learning. Action facussed on a

predefined group of students assum, that what wilLbe most

effeCtive is an add-nn.which puts4ne mijor part of the school
_

program beyond question. Yet it itjis in fact the case that the
,

who/e institutional orientation'is in need of change if even the

targeted students ate to get something of a more positive nature

from their schooling, this may be misconceived.

A simple illustcation may be taken from Austialian

experience. Before 1975 federal funding for students of non-

English&speaking background (the only federal funding "targeted"'

to particular students within.the school in Australia) could only

4
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'be usee to support special services unique to such students;

The result was very like that seen in Title.r.

English classes taught by specially funded teaCh'arswere the

stahdard response Co the conditions of funding. This, htlwel;er,

was found tp have certti.n countelim.prodlictive features. The work

of-the special teachers was not co-ordinated with that of teachers

in he ftgular classroom where most second language learners,spent

most of the school week. The'regular class teacher often took the

view that nothing,special needed to be done in the regukar prograffi

tp assist second languege learners, since their problems were.

being "Pfixecl" elsewhere. The major program ,mained as non-ethnic

even in schools where an overwhelming majority of,

was drawn from non-English speaking backgrounds. Even

aS

studen

with cha ged conditions of funding, change has beenolow;

is now mor idely recognised that the school response to an,

etnnically'diverse.population affects every aspect.*of the
e .

institution and the school program, and that without Such widely

inclusive support measuresiethnic minority Students will remain

outsiders to the school. This is a whole school issue run, one
.

loonfined to students of non-Anglo background. Many schools

continue to use pull-out for migrant students, but the pressure

is to regard this'as one alternative and that, even if followed,
4

it needto be supplemented by changes in the whole school program

p.l.anned jointly with the decision to use it.

In general, it is one thing for the professionali

involved to decide, within the focus of a total school program,'

and integrated with it, to withdraw some situdents for limited

periods of intensive instruction. It is quite another for the\

group to be externally defined for the "treatment" to be chosen

for administrative convenience rather.than as part Of/an

educational strategy. The large numbetk.of categorical programs

now operating in Ambrican schools fragment ale school as an

institution and categorise.individual students in what may be

A=41
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destructive.ways. A single school may be operating tn or tsb

cate.;orical pro&rams, each with its own committee of -1,.;vice
. ,

la device which also fragmints parents), its own detailed

regulations,and accountability,kuirements. Th.2 same students

may qualify under a number of catezories, with,ut- anv coherent

intention and wi-th unknown degrees of Overlap.

An exclusive concentration on individual student

benefits encourages the idea that the only way to get appropridte

attention, is to,proliferate categories. If the slow learners get

something special, so then should the gifted; a plethora of

vriorities cancels each other out; every categorycis in competition

for benefits with every other. Perhaps\more dangerously, such a

cOncentration can erode the whole concept of,public schooling.

If educa4ion is seen only as a service to individuAls, the notion

that they mielkith greatei' satisfaction command it themselves

tnrcugh haVing their choices fundecl in an open educational market'

is noE far zway. nere, then, has the ,idea of common cicizenship

ahd mutual: responsibLlity gone?
1

hieving studentsSegregated action directed at low

within the school, however good its intention, publicly brands

the students cpncerned as deficient in a particular dimension
,g(

giving that dimension a status above every other strength the
#

stuF.'ent may possess. It gi.ve4 a credenm\to standardised

testing which may be unwarranted and continuously reinforces

the ranking of students and individual competition.as against

mutual help in the learning environment. Evidence-about the

long-term learning gains from pull-out remedial assistance

=.7ould need to be stronger than it is to justify routine and

widespread adoption of the practice. where pull-out is not

practiced, the absurdity of excluding some students from the

us e. of equipment or the services of personnel categorically

funded is particularly evident. It is eq1.1 ledby the absurdity

of pull-out where almoseall students in a school are classified ,
*

as educationally disadvantaged.
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i
'1..Thole school programs avoid invidious diStinctions

Among students and parents.1. They allow the content mode of

learnina.q)e the whole:scriool to be adapted to the tptal group of

.students present.and to the conditions of life which the local

population shares. They encourage the development of links

between the schpol. arid local people, the use'of loGal resources

outside the school withih the school and the development of the

4 ,
! ,

school. as an stitution which makes a contribution to the life

of the- community itself,. Where the range of local employment is

limited, unemployment rates high and significant numbers of low

income single parents present, they allow the curri4Llum to

respond to those conditions too, without singling out*individual

students. Because thty.encourage teachers to learn about the

local community they lroaden the social understanding of profes7

sionals and their respect for people facing conditions of life

*with which the existing school curriculum either fakls to interact

at all, or which it implicitly'dApigrates.

1
This is not to say that there are no difficulties about'

school based pro,grams. Two separate issues are inyolyed. The
I.

first relates to the pAvisiOn of funds, the second to the school

prws-ram itself. In the Australian program, schools are either

"in or out", they either qualify or they do not qualify for funds
., ..

under the program, according to the degree of concentration in

them of low S.E.S. families. 'Some schools demopstrably qualify

- particular.ly those serving areas of welfare housing. But the
'

population is not neatly sdgregated by socio-economic level. 'grid

as the margin.of inclusion is rea0ed there is veryLittle to

distinguish schools' which qualify from those which don't. This

is a considerable source of tension in the Aust.ralian program,

particularly as the ranking of schools Cap be dramatically affected

by the factors selected to identify theM and the weightings given

those factors. There is some turnover of marginal schdrls, but

mNy would like the turnover to be greater, particularly as it

/ - 2
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Lrs'o4aimed that the processes of tkie progrp, involving

,-;art,icipatory decision making, critical anaDYsis of school

offcirings and, a study of the local community, are as dmq;br.ta.nt.

ip school'improvement as are the resources provided'. Some_claim
i

t'hat ticae these procses are established, imProverrnt is self:.

generating. It is, however, arso the case thrsozne1 'employed

uncier the program Are usually indispensible to actibn taken. The

fact that the program is limited to selected schools gives it an
0

entity which is mportant to the degree of success it has. Staff

compete to get into tome schools i L'a4 program where it wias in

the past difficult to hold good staff. The liveliness of the best

z,caools inithe program often contrasts strongly with routinised

operations elsewhere. A widely voiced criticism of the Australian

program, however, is that children from low S.E.S. families and

achievers are' present in all schools, and tpat in absolute

::.erms the numbers of-such students excluded from ti-ie program may

be considerably greater than those in'it, and that many students

ia disadvantaged sch8ols could not, on either social or educationa

;rounds be described as disadvantaged. 'This crtticism is answered

t,-; maintaining that equal basic provision for schools assumes

an average social and educational mix, so that only abnormal

soncantrations shvuld attract-extra funds, and 1)ppea1 to

evidence.that concentration of low S.Z. . students constitutes

'an educaLional isadvantage over and above the influence of

t

*

itidividual circmstances. The evidence on this point is much

disputed, but a recent Swedish longitudinal stUdy gives new

suppdxt to the contention.

It is posSible, especially if funds provided are in'

total relatively large, to spread programs more widely, so diluting

uniqueness of participition and.the social priorities represente

riqe I covers a high proportion of school's, grading benefits to

th according to the absolute number .of low income families served.

It would be possible to maintain this grading in the distribution"

4.
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%Of.fundS,and to consolidate categorical prograrn s. into.whole-

.

school imIlrovd.nent programs.' :Thie.:,:lauld.require a -.4.nnged view

about '#ignificant levels'of servite", which in TL:le :1 is ssumed

4 to require around $200 per ,year for selected-pupils, as well as

more open initiative in schools about how funds are used. How

A

far processes and how far funds arecrutial in improving the

effectgveness of schooling in poorer communities is a question

which is crucial to such decisions - and about which we know

tlittle.

Apart from the distribution of ainds issue, the other

difficulty about school based programs is that they require faith

at the political level that teachers qnd parents will take seriously

the need to find more effective ways to, success in formal learning

among the inevitably more diftuse goals for.improvement among which

th.,2y are given freedom to choose. A requirement that formal

learning improvement be one of the goals of action and one of the

terms of local evaluation.of action could to.a degree overcome

tnis difficulty.

There are gcod ariuments, however, for concentrating

both programs in fewer schools, confining them tp t'nose where a

very high proportion of Lott S.E.S.'and/or low performing .hildran

are concdntrated. This would concentrate resources in ways which

could give/bekt.er clues.to what critical level of resources makes

a difference and highlight the social priority of ti.le programs

more strgngly. The level of supplementary funding is very low in

the Australian program, with its present spreid of schools. In
-4

Title I there seems'to be some logical absurdity in defining

Ofeducational disadyantage" as performance below the median in

normed tests.

(
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Are imbroved'scores -them?

t may well 5e that the attention gi;..-en skills

trainin in Australian schools is inadequate. There can be no

oubt of the American obsession with it. This is not confined

o Title I, but closely assN..iated with tha minimum competency

requieements legislated in moSt states.. Atholt entering into

the complex argument about what-statdardised tests-can measure,

it may be said that there are clear dangers in laying too great

an emphastos on them in'evaluating the effects of schooling o

the progress of learning. While it ispOssible through.intensive

attention to low achievers marginally to improve t..dst scores, -at

leas: on a short term basis,-the imprdvements achieved are not

likely to be such as will q.hange the relative rankinz of the,low

achieving group as a hole. If the concern is to improve-the

int;,me earning capacity of the students :.cncerned, only a change

in rank position can do that while unemployment persists. If

the desire is primariLy to improve the chances of sub"Sequent

learning success, irre'spective of economic outcomes, the same-

argument holds. If7.ore sophisticatad learning is something

more than an accretion of skills, but a creative act of meptal

transformation in which the learner has to have both the desire

and the confidence to engage, then we have no eVidence that isolated

attention to skills will-advance it. There is now some reason to

believe tat while performance, measured in standardised ways can,

be improved by specific attention to what is tested, a plateau is

reached beyond which.some- more active initiation by_the learner

is required. This initiative might-reasonably be thought to be

associated with what point he or she sees in the task which skills

are the means of mastering. They are never the task itself; unless

the e-lucation system chooses to frame up its goats in that way.
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The Australian program defines competence in a broad

and value way'whieh reflects the many-dimensional ;._als of

eth:tation itself. It is-not assumed that what happens can simply

be measured. It may well be that within this vagueness forMal

learning improvements should take a more central'place as an

aspect of ,compete,hoe in negotiating the world, understanding

oneself and pthers, willingness to take individual and collective

initiative,and responsibility. It is intere,sting that both the

section of the N.I.E. study of-Title I which was concerned with

its instructf.onal dimensions1 and a,Stanford li'esearch Institute

study reported that evaluation in the terms practised in Title I

had little flow back into action in the school, being seen by

teachers as a means of satisfying externafauthorities rather

than as a guide to their own futiare action. Teachers, generally

believed'ithat spin-offs resulting from more concentrated attention

to individual students, from the presence of more adults in the

,
school and from greater parental interest brought benefits for.

students-which could not be measured in terms of 'the evaluation.

, The teachers' goals, in other words, extended beyopd the, basic

skills improvemint to which so much official concern was directed.

The age coveraze of programs

Ninety-nine per cent of.studen;z particiAting in

Title I are In elementary schools; most.of them in the early

years of schooling. Seventy per cent of students in D.S.P.

schools are. primary. This c9ncentration reflects concern that

ft those students who enter secondary schools with low performance

levels are unlikely, is-iven the nature of secondary schools., to

participate successfully in programs there. It is also,suppor'ted

by notions about critical stages of development and by evidence

1. Perspectives on the Instructional Dimensions Study,, a

Supplementary Repurt from the National Institute of Educatidn,

D.H.E.W., Washington, D.C., Nbv. 1978.

20
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such as that advanced 5y 3loom and many' other psycholoz,ists,,

chat the.major part of cognitive development takes 7ice at
4

earL ages. It seems to follow that if the battlie is not won

never will be.

The heavy concentration of Title I on the early years ,

or elementary schooling is now being questioned. Curiously,

triere has been no follow-up into seCondary school of student's

ho participated in the program in their early years. Challenging

-the received wtsdom about critical periods, a report by

the Stanford Retearch-Institutel copcludis that "Experience now

suggests at least that,intelligence is l'ess susceptible to

per;:'anent influence in the early yers.than many researchers

ha7e previously believed". It also asserts that "there is much
.t

::esearch tg suggest that new intellectual capacities develop-
,.

adolescence tt can ,thake the acciO.sition of both basic

. .

, and applied skilLs Tiuch asier and more productive tnan a; any

erIrLier stage .

r4hether this Ls the case or not, there are good reasons

wanting expanded attention 'to secondary students in programs

cr the disadvantaged.. in'areas where students' from Low income

Enhiies are congregated, unemployment rates among young people

are unusually,high, and may be expected to con.cinue so. ThoSe

wfto.;et jobs are likely to find little intrinsic satisfaction in

them. This discouragement suggests a -need for-special actionin

, the school-to enable young people to-understand Elle situation and

what optiots they have in it. The orientations of Australian and

U.S. seCondary schools are *Siifficiently different to make it

difficult to,make an* overarching comment. Australian.secondary

schools are still- strongly academically oriented towards tertiary
.

selection and are predicated on a high,early drop-,out rate, roughly

1. !!eredith A. Larson and Freya E. Dittman, Com ensator. Education

and Early Adolescence, D.H.E.W., Washington D.C.
V

May 1973q
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'half the age cohort being out of school by age 16. America

has attempted to hold,young people out of the labour market 'longer,

offering greater within school: choices and allowing cnoices

can enable students to avOid activities in which readfng, writing

and calculatiodl 13lay a central role. Such factors must come into

any analysis. But it would be true tp say that nowhere has the

zecondary school-yet learned to associate serious intellectual

activity with practical pursuits or with issues of concern to young

people entering a. fast-changing world where many of them find no

froductive and respected place.

In commenting on the two programs at secondary level,

it is,important to take into account the wide range of U.S,

programs for disadvantage4tyouth, a situation which has no parallel

in AustraPia. More adventurous programs'at secondary Level in the

Di'sadvantaged Schools Program are multlpli!ed.many times in the

U.S. - tut not under the wings of Title I. One Tasmanian school

in the Disadvantaged Schools Program, for example, involved year 9

students who negotiated a loan and sub-corq.racted the building of

a house, which they subsequently sold and in which m, f the

labour as. well as theplaRbing was done by them. The experience

developed a wide range of skills equally importan with the narrow

definitions which schools usually put upon basics and the students

concerned kept up with the ordinary curriculum, learning central

o'oncepts through the real task of the housebuilding: 'Experience

based career education projects in the United States are one

example among many of the integration of learning into the "real

world". Such approaches seem to have more to offer than a large-

soa4e continuation Of Title I into the secondary schools as

remedial basic skills programs.
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Tha'notion of disadvanta.7.e

There ara real proulems with the aotio-.

e used ia an absolute or relative sense.

sadvantage.

Th-its absolute

3.-2nse it requires the setting uP of some-criterion Level of

co.n:iition (as in the U.s. income measure or as in minimum

:-..petency legislation). '::hen this criterion level refers to

school achievement the objections to it and the pótential negative'

edutational effects of it are well rehearsed. When it refers to

social condition, a legitimate responSe is to say that if low

income, or'Lack of work or the negative-fweatures /f a proportion

'-of jobs, or other factors
P

capable of measurement is the problem,

en the problem can only ue answered by changed social_ arrange--

ments rather than school action is the appropriate response.

Because programs for..the disadvantaged focus on the victims

rather than the socially construCted disadvantaing circumstances,

they may encoura,,,-e the view that if the individuals affected could

cnanged in some way, the problem wculd be solved.

When u,sed in the relative sense, there remains the
4

_problem of setting up the criteria according to whith people

wili ce ccmoared. In educational terms, the comparisons

are usually in terms of traditional school outcomes and,the

reLative..chances of reaching through education scme particular

puint in c;le soctal structure from various social oriins. While

tner2 are'good arguments for attempting to increase equality of

opportunity in this sense, excessive concentration on the prospects

of upward social mobility for4those may poSitively disqualify the.

mass of the group which has experienced the underside .of the coin

of hierarchy in conditions of upbringing from coping constructively

with the kind of social futures they may realistically expect to

enter. It also continuously reinforces the notion of hierarchy

jtself and personalises f:ailure, as well as unlaterally 'defining

it.
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It is thus easy to mount theozatical attack:s on

prorelns for the disadvantaged, who may from many 17,.:Lncs of view

oe seen to.be responding realiatically ta the worl:j. as it

presants itself to them, and to the role of the c.cucation system

in that world. Yet, given that equality of condition as distinct

from equality of opportunity does not command wide support in

either U.S. or Australian society and that generations of children

will come and go while we wait ?or Godot, it is irresponsible to

say that nothing can be done inthe public schools, which, after

all, are also part of social arrangements, to widen the options,

both in paid work and in other aspects of life for those whose

conditions of upbringing are most limiting of options. There will

be disagreement about how to do. this, requiring open experimentatior

in which every effort is made to engage the people involved in

seeking solutions, which there is little reason to believe will

be everywhere the same. That is a strong argument for school based

,ea-ther than pupil specific action, particularly as engagement with

_ the problem itself increases the perceived power over circumstances

which is part.of the solution. It may be necessary to live with

the ambiguities of the term disadvantaged,4or with those of any

substitute for it, if the notion of special action in schools to

rAise the achievement, the social competence and the social power

of*the least privileged is seen as a worthy aim of policy. Both

Title I and the Disadvantaged Schools Prirgram exemplify these

ambiguities. The American program, after sharing out funds,on

social criteria, moves to the educational criteria of low performanc

levels in it?definition of disadvantage. It is therefore unsaer-

standably subject to pressures to define it as a low achievers'

program,./joer se, omitting the intervening social criteria. The

Australian'program uses socio-economiccriteria -selected for

assoccation with low average school success and participation

yet defines objectives in ways whicR do not concentrate narrowly

on improved performance. In its turn, and because of the way the

program operates, it, is subject to pressures to become a general

school improvement program.


